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Hurricane Hits and Misses
 This edition of my quarterly newslet-
ter comes to you about a week later than I 
wanted it to. Thank Hurricane Irma. I flew 
to our Florida home on Monday, September 
4th and by Wednesday we began the task of 
securing everything in and around the house 
in anticipation of a wicked amount of wind 
and rain. We went to bed that Friday, think-
ing we were going to ride it out because the 
storm wasn’t going to be that close to us.
 Just hours later we were informed that 
the eye of the hurricane’s path would pass 
two blocks from our house. It took us only 
two hours to pack up Jan’s four cats and 
some clothes and to start driving North. We 
arrived in Westlake by Sunday night. Later 
that night the hurricane path changed again.  
About three hours before it would arrive 
at our home it took a turn further East of 
us. Our only damage was four small trees 
that lean a bit sideways. After talking to my 
Florida friends and clients, it was a relief to 
hear you too are safe and sound. We were 
all very lucky. A week later, we packed up 
the car again (with the four cats) and drove 
back to Florida.  All is good. MEOW! 

A Plan To Protect
 With 40 hours of driving time in the past 
week, I had plenty of time to reflect. Even 
with four cats yelling at me. I realized how 
anxious and vulnerable the two of us felt 
as we sat in our Florida home, waiting for 
possible impending doom. When we made 
the decision to protect ourselves and evacu-
ate to safety, we felt much better, primarily 
because we took control of the situation 

instead of just waiting to see what would 
happen. While driving I made the connec-
tion between our evacuation plan and the 
Active Strategies that all of you are invested 
in. We could have “hung in there” like most 
investors do when the stock market starts to 
get real scary but we chose to move toward 
safer ground and away from the potential 
harm that the hurricane was possibly bring-
ing. Isn’t this the same process we use in 
our Active Strategies? Our plan is always 
to move your investments safer as financial 
times become more stormy. You don’t ever 
know what each storm will bring. Each one 
is different and they change in mid course.  
This real life storm reinforced to me how 
important a solid protection plan can be. It 
makes us all less anxious and vulnerable.

The Original Plan
 I had planned to fly from Tampa to Dal-
las to attend a national financial planning 
conference along with about 1,500 others. 
Irma had other plans. I am disappointed 
that I missed the opportunity to listen and 
learn from the many expert speakers over 
the three day conference. However I am 
lucky that the other six financial planners 
at Balanced Asset Management were able 
to attend. Kevin Doss, Gary Sprecher, Rick 
Potts and Jim Leone all attended from our 
Westlake office. Also in attendance were Jim 
Day from his Elyria office and Tina Manion 
who flew in from her office in Cincinnatti.  
When I return to the office on Friday, Sep-
tember 22nd they will all be able to provide 
me with the highlights of the meetings and 
catch me up on what I missed. It’s good to 
be part of a big team.
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What Else a Hurricane Brings
 The already slow and difficult-to-predict 
U.S. economy becomes even more cranky in 
the aftermath of Harvey and Irma. The na-
tions energy sources are certainly impacted 
because of the destruction in Houston. And 
how quickly can the Florida tourism machine 
get back up to speed for the winter season?  
Construction workers were already in tight 
supply and material costs were rising. The 
destruction that these two storms brought will 
accelerate these trends. There were well over 
700,000 autos lost due to flooding. Get ready 
for used car sales and prices to increase. So 
while hurricanes bring pain and suffering, car 
companies, construction firms and material 
corporations may benefit.

Our Investment Focus
 On September 6th we added more tech-
nology holdings to our Active Strategy and 
the Active Plus Strategy. Technology is now 
30% of both of those strategies. We also 
continue to have an overweight toward In-
ternational investments with 29% of Active 
and 40% of Active Plus invested overseas.   
 These two overweight positions in tech 
and international have really paid off so far 
this year. Each of the funds we own in these 
two categories have outperformed the S&P 
500 so far year to date and month to date 
as of 9/15/2017. In the Conservative Active 
Strategy we took the opportunity to lower 
our risk a bit while adding an investment 
that was outperforming the Invesco Equity 
Income Fund. Invesco was our most aggres-
sive holding in Conservative Active and it 
was providing about the same return as the 
other investments with less risk. So why not 
lower the risk and be more stable in a strate-
gy like Conservative Active.

Surprise
 Sometimes surprises are good. We bought 
Virtus Small Cap Sustainable Growth over a 
year ago in both Active and Active Plus be-
cause small companies were outperforming 
large companies at that time. After several 
months of strong performance, the trend 
changed and large companies started to do 
better than small. Much to our surprise, even 
though most investments that own small 
companies have been underperforming for 
all of 2017, our Virtus investment contin-
ues to perform well. As of 9/15/2017 Virtus 
is +24.55% year to date. This is far above 
the S&P 500, and also above the small cap 
growth index which is only +12.5% during 
the same time period. We will hold on to 
Virtus as long as it keeps working for you.

Equifax Data Breach
 As you may be aware, the credit report-
ing bureau Equifax recently experienced a 
data breach that exposed sensitive personal 
information for a large number of people.  
While this breach does not directly impact 
your securities investment accounts, you may 
wish to review information about the breach 
on the Federal Trade Commission site here: 
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2017/09/
Equifax-data-breach-what-do. This site 
describes the incident and your options for 
further action. I recently read a humorous 
second option on how to deal with this se-
curity breach:  “Don’t forget to change your 
name, date of birth, home address and social 
security number regularly”

Meow
 Did I mention that we drove 40 hours 
with four cats in the car in the past week?
As always, if you ever have any questions 
or concerns, don’t wait for your next review 
meeting. Just give us a call.
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Registered Representative, Securities offered 
through Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., 
a Broker/Dealer, member FINRA/SIPC. 
Investment Advisor Representative, 
Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, 
Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor. 
Cambridge and Balanced Asset Management 
are not affiliated.

Asset allocation and diversification strategies cannot assure profit or protect against loss in a generally declining market. Past perfor-
mance is not a guarantee of future results. Investment decisions should not be based solely on the data contained herein. Although 
data is gathered from Morningstar and other reliable sources the completeness or accuracy of the data cannot be guaranteed. 
Investment decisions should always be made based on the client’s specific financial needs and objectives, goals, time horizon, and 
risk tolerance. Asset classes described in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should carefully consider the 
investment objectives, risks, fees and expenses before investing. For this and other important information please obtain the invest-
ment company fund prospectus and disclosure documents from your Rep/Advisor. Read this information carefully before investing. 
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